We’re busy bees! Each of us can visit hundreds of flowers a day. That’s a lot of work!

We move pollen (the stuff that looks like yellow dust) from flower to flower. Without us pollinators, plants and trees couldn’t make the fruits, vegetables and nuts you like to eat. (bzzzz) What would you do without us?

(bzzzz) Now it’s your turn to be a BUSY BEE!

1. Look on the list of foods that we pollinate on the back.
2. Find at least 5 that you spot today. (bzzzz)
3. Show us which ones you found to win a prize!

[bzzzz]
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Circle all of the items you find today, and then say, “Thank you pollinators!

Almond Apple Apricot Avocado Banana Beans Blackberry Blueberry Cantaloupe Cardamom Cashew Cauliflower

Cherry Chile pepper Chocolate Coconut Coffee Cola nut Coriander Cranberry Cucumber Dairy products* Fig Grape

Grapefruit Honey Hot pepper Melon Nutmeg Onion Peach Pear Pepper Peppermint Persimmon Plum

Pumpkin Raspberry Squash Strawberry Sunflower seed Tea Tomato Turnip Walnut Watermelon Vanilla Zucchini

* Cows eat alfalfa
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BUSY BEE SCAVENGER HUNT

(bzzzz) We’re busy bees! Each of us can visit hundreds of flowers a day. That’s a lot of work!

We move pollen (the stuff that looks like yellow dust) from flower to flower. Without us pollinators, plants and trees couldn’t make the fruits, vegetables and nuts you like to eat. (bzzzz) What would you do without us?

(bzzzz) Now it’s your turn to be a BUSY BEE!

1. Look on the list of foods that we pollinate on the back.
2. Find at least 5 that you spot today. (bzzzz)
3. Show us which ones you found to win a prize!
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